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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

========-~

~:=========

1>1ISOEI;:JiNEOUS NOTES.

SOUTH AUSTRALIl;.
NULLtRBOR EXPEDITION 1965-66

Dear Sir,
At the' general monthly meeting
of the Orange Speleological Society
I was requested to t:ing to the
attention of A.S.F. Members, conditions appertaining to the entry into
caves in the Cliefden Area, near
Mandurama, N.S. 'tI! •
In recent weeks, 0, S. S. have
received several 'phone calls made
from Cowra, Mandurama., a.nd also from
Mr. Dunhill's home requesting the
keys of the locked caves on ~~.
Dunhill's property. These phone calls
we are told are from members of
A.S.F. Societies.
In most' cases they are from
persons we have not heard of before
or since.

To avoid inconvenience, especially to Mr. Dunhill, would it be
possible to make it kl0wn through
the A.S.F. Newsletter tlmt in future
introductory cards, to be presented
to Mr. Dunhill can be obtamed by
writing or 'phoning O.S ,S. prior to
the trip, but in sufficient time to
enable the cards to be forwarded to
the trip leader of any such trips.
Mr. Dunhill, in ag:ceement with
O.S.S. will refuse entry to these
caves without such identifications.

Hoping you can find space in the
Newsletter for,this to be made known.

J. KEENAN,

. Hon. Sec.
oooooooco~Ooooooooooo

O.E.G.S.li., are planning a full
scale NullarLor expedition with an
emphasis on surveying. The prime
purpose of t;le expedition will be
continued exp~.oration and surveying
of MullamullaJg. ~he need to dwell
on the possib,.lity of new discoveries in thi~ cave is unnecessary,
the very name 'Mullamullang' inspires
'enthusiasm across' ,Australia.
other cave:::, on t.he plain will not
be neglected however for those wishing to gain a knowledge of this vast
expanse of lifl~stor,e.
Even tho,lgh the primar;,y aim of
the expeditior will 00 Slt'VeYl.Ilg this
is no deterre~t to persons wishing
to undertake ether fields of study.
The propo3ed duration of the
trip is thre0 weeks, from 26/12/65
to 14/1/66, ]javing from Adelaide.
Total cost shcnld lC Jt exceed £35 per
head.
For furthf~ details contact OEGSA
either direct p or through your club.
IVESTEr ~~ 'AU5TRI..LIiI.
NULIJJlBCl EXFd:DITION.
."'
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For those wit~ large amounts
of spare tiL' :), BT'.lce Robinson of
W.A.S.G~ plan8 to lead a smaller
expedition tc The Madura d,istrict
of the Nullarber d.lring the months
of September-C~tobe:~, 1965.
The major purp.)se will again
be surveying cLld exploration. Bruce
would welcome any easterners who
are interested, He can be contacted
at Kingswood Oollege, Univ. of W.A.
Nedlands, West·,rn Australia.
000000000000000000000
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The N. S. W. Searchttnd Rescue
Committee helditsinnugur~lprac
tice at Bungonia Caves, 130 miles
South West of Sydney over the weeK~
end 17th-18th July, 1965.
Due to the
combination of
drought conditions and ·the lambing
season,
the advertised location,
Cliefden, was changed to Bungonia.
This alone could be the contributory
factor which reduced the active
participants from tbe· expected 60
persons to 40.
Representatives from six! N.S.W.
Societies were present; there being;
C.S.S., H.C.G., I.S.S., S.S.S., S.U.
S.S., and U.N.S.\.J .S.S. The practice
being organised by Sydney Speleological Society.
GENEruU. NOTES:
The caves at Bungonia are mainly
vertical in nature,
most entrances
being vertical pitches ranging in·
depths of up to 130 feet. Several
exceptions exist in which horizontal
development preceeds the vertical
pitches.
Bungonia is basically a plateau
cut by extensive dolines up to 80
feet deep, bounded on three sides by
deep gorges containing the Bungonia
Creek and Shoalhaven River.
THE SEARCH:
It was assumed that the lost
party, consisting of two women, were
in the caves and not in the surrounding mountainous country.
Each person arriving in the area
was registered as a searcher, and by
10 a.m. Saturday, sufficient cavers
had arrived, and a search was instigated.
The area had been partially
mapped topographically by the Sydney
Speleological Society previously,
most of the cave entrances being
contained by the surveys.
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Six groups of six persons comprised the search parties,each group
equipped with rope,
ladders and
two~way radio. The radios were used
. to maintain contact with the central
contr,ol base.
'. ~.~ ..
The base, ·~·el)ntf.ljl;!;ng theradio
control centre and mappibgboa,rd ·w.a.S
situated at the "Lookdown" over16~
ing the Bungonia Gorge.
To each party !I a group· of six .
entrances and / or do lines ·was
allotted. As each cave· or dolineinvestigation was completed, the .twoway radio was used to report .. the
findings to base. 11 coloured pin ..was .
then placed on the map to. signify
this feature had been satisfactorily
investigated. FUrther groups of caves
and tiolines were issued as the search
progressed.
lit midday, the overcast and cold
weather developed into light but increasing showers of rain.

By 3 p.m., as the search neared
its completion the rain began to
alternate with light snow falls,mixtures of rain and snow and eventually one medium fall which melted
rapidly producing damp underfoQt
conditions.
Fortunately an absence
of wind made the situation not too
unplea~ant.
. .
By 4.0 p.m. all known caves had
been investigated without trace of
the missing party.

A quick meal was partaken as the
next phase of . the search was
instigated.
This comprised of the
assumption thc'lt nthe cave containing
the missing party was umlopped or
alternately the party has discovered
and entered a new cave n •.
11. "line abreast II
systema.tic
search of the area was now undetnken

..
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As the line of walkers tra~ersed
across the limes.tone, each cave and
doline was reported to base.
If it
was identifiable, the pin indicating
its position was removed from the
board.
Unidentified holes were investigated;
the
line
formation
halting until the hole was declared
unworthy of in~estigation or devoid
of the lost p~ty.
Event~ally,
the lost party w~
located in an unmarked cave in the
vicinity of the Grille Cave.
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DOWN UNDER ... ·ALL OVER

...

(CSS)

Activity· in the· t'18rnal pool
caves, Punchbowl and Dogleg at Wee
Jasper
0

t ...t Nr l"rangullen discoveries .include crayfish trnd snal,l ·;fish
3Uffering from loss of pigmento
In
the srune cave water waaing produced
some ros'Jlts,
with prospects of
further exploration.

..

During the subsequent evening
camp fire, the advantages 1 disadvantages and complications of the
search were discussed. It was generally agreed that the search proceedure had been adequate for the area ,
although minor revision of technique
and further practise was necessary.
The need for contact between base
and the search parties at all times
was apparent.

.e.lIlli§! • •

Also tendered for gener~l discussion was the topic "should injured cavers be moved out of a cave
rather than seeking medical assist-ance first".
Being a more volatile
subject a greater variance of ideas
were presented.

only incident in a quick
down Argyle Pot (B 31 ) at
:3u':t:m::a '~'a8 t~lS dislod.gernent of a
slab of limestcno at the top of a
40' pitci.1.
Fortunately nobody was·
standir.g in
imy and the rock
fell harmlessly~

TWo . major trends
develo~ed;
those in favour of moving injured
persons and those against. A common
conclusion indicated that the final
decision rested upon the trip lender.
General caving activities were
held over the remainder of the weekend.
ERllii'rA

B:rU'CeRobinsOnwill

be

Madura, W. ii. during
Novembe~,
not 8epte~ber
October as st~Ci1on page one.

0

(SSS)

A retu:rn to the rnrely visited
Church CreSl{ caves in the
B:urrngorang Valley brc:rght little success.
Aboul; tw~lve holes were entered,
mainly vor-ti'Jal shafts, none leading
t.o H:J.Y CIl'l.~O ::Y37.em. However they
report extensive outcropping to be
further lo:)ked over.
~he

trip

Canberxa Speleological Society
is expressing concern m:; the increased vandalism at Wyanbene Caves.
They suggest the removal of . the
steel ladder·immediately within the
entrance in order to reduce entry by
vandals and poorly trained cavers.

near

000000000000000000000
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. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE EDITORS, "STOP PRESS",
Sydney Speleological Society
July, 1965

September,1965

well (see below) suggests that all
synthetics are stable at low temperatures ~ a completely ,erroheous
statement and a~0st dengerous one.
Some useful references ara:

iiI have only tonight received the . Fisber, L.C. & Pace, N.R.

(1961)
Bloomington
latest issue, and would like to com- The Spelunker I s Rope.
3(5),
mend the views and comments express- . Indiana Grotto Newsletter,
ed in your editorial. You have both 34 - 42. Also in Speleo-Digest' (196:
highlighted a key medical prob~in edn) pp. 31-2'7-3,'-33.
Ceve Re13cue and also directed the
eye of caution towards synthetic 'HarlwellJ .M. (1962) cOmparison of
ropes tnceving'practice. Perhaps I , Synthetic Ropes Suitable 'for CaviDg ...
C.R.G. Publn. no. 11, pp. ,103-126
might be permitted to comment upon
,(excel2.ent bibliography)
these points and to' 'draw attention
to some of the in:teresti.ng-1>Qints already published in literature which' Rosst." W.E., {1964} . Leave you' 'poly" ..
may have esca.ped notice.
in the cave?
N,..5.S.News,. 22:;, ~O.
Firstly" on.t.hemedica.lproblem.
Bob Chapman in !l short article in .Smith, R. (1961,) Polypropylene Rope
the Bull. T. C. C. !JUggested that in
N.S.S. News 22, 39.
almost all cases, the patient should
From ~hese and other references,
be moved out of the cave as soon as
it
appears clear to me that some
possible. Thornber, in British Cavvery
clear principles emerge for
ing (P. 544 in second edn.) makes the
caving
p:::-actice:
same point and quotes a doctor experienced in Cave Rescue as saying
1. That conven:'ional knots as used
'Pothole victims die from exposure,
with manila rope cannot be relied
only rarely from their injuries. I
Lloyd should also be consulted on upon with cY:YGr..etics - anyone using
this matter in his Edward Long Fox
synthetic ropes should master the
specialized knotc which have been
Memorial Lecture, published in the
Medical Journal of the South--West,
developed.
76 (2), 280.

.Clearly, however ,there can be
no set rules in this matter. The
leader ofa party must always ~~e
I3.n ,on-the-spot deCision, and his decision should be supported. However,
a leader with a knowledge of wider
experience has more ehance, of making
the right decision.
On moving to' the matter of synthetic ropes.
There are some very
useful references on this, although
caution is necessary here -- aome
papers have completely missed importrmt points. For instance, Hart-

2. Thatthe low melting point-of
polythene and even lower point at
which it loses considerable strength'
'makes it a most unwise choice. In'
addition to thiS, it is perhaps the
most difficult of all synthetics to
knot safely.

3. 'That polypropylene is also highly
temperature -- sensitive, it loses
strength rapidly when warmed and
become~ brittle at low tem~eratures.

4. That nylon should only be used in
caving ~ith great caution because of
its sensitivity to abrasion and loss

September ,1965
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of strength when wet - certainly it
is probably the ideal climber's rope
but this is no criterion for caving
use.
... To my mind, this leaves terylene
as the only synthetic worthy of consideration, and that in any case,
probably one of the best caving
ropes is probably still manila--provided that it is not left wet after
trips and is replaced regularly. Its
lower cost is such that this is pro" bably no more expensive than buying
a synthetic, even though .the synthetic is rot-proof.
Perhaps a rope worthy of investigation is the continental sheathed
rope or 'kermantel' comprising full
length synthetic fibres contained in
a woven sheath. However, its cost is
probably high enough to scare most
speleos.
Sin.cerely,
Elery Hamilton-Smith.)I
••••

O

•••

O.Q.O" • • • •
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FINDING OF THE OFFICIAL .INQUES1 INTO
THE DEATH OF JOHN BRYANT.
from the GOULBURN EVENING POST
Thursday, June 3, 1965.
•• "The Coroner, finding· that death
had been accidental, said he was
satisfied that the equipment used
had been adequate, and that the
instructions given to members of the
party had also been satisfactory.
'For some reason or other, the
deceased in using the equipment did
not use it effectively', he said.
'Whether this was due to a mistake in tying the knot or whether he
had some reason for untying an ef'f'e 0tive knot whilst on the ladder we do
not know', he said.
'However, from the thumb knot in
the rope it would appear the more
probable explanation is that he made

5

a mistake in tying the knot in the
safety rope~efore he commenced to
ascend. I
'This was a most unfortunate
accident, and I extend my personal
sympathy to the relatives of the deceased, i he s9-id. II
"0 •

.,

(0

(\.0 (000,.

0

000 ••••

0' • • •

0.0.

NOTE ON A NEvI DEEP CAVE AT
COCKLEBIDDY. 1,[. A.
B. T. Pratt,
University of New South Wales
Speleological Society.
Early in January, 1965 , Bob Chapman from UNSWSS and the writer were
led to a small steep sided collapse
doline about two miles eastsoutheast
of Cocklebiddy Motel by John Carlyle
of Cocklebiddy. The collapse, which
has a diameter of 30 feet and a
depth of almost 50 feet, was negotiated to
'>Jest through a very precarious rock fall. This led down to
a fairly large chamber in the space
betv!8en the rock pile and the doline
wall. From the floor a short squeeze
opens up further down on the rock
pile forming the eastern flank of a
no~therly
trending cavern.
This
cavern with a salt water lake on
its floor is cf moderate dimensions
being ab0ut 480 feet long by 200
feet wide with little possibility of
extension. Fallen blocks are thickly covered with guano though no bats
were observed.
Previous to its e~loration the
cave's doline had been ~dentified by
J. N. Jenn~gs~ at his reference
point C 2.15/).75 from air - photographic interpretation. The identification of this. relatively small
sized doline in a region noted for
more spectacularly sized examples of
this land form
a clear indication
of the p~eC1Sl0n and usefulness of
air-photoGr~phs tospeleologists
in
their Gxplorations of the Nullarbor.
lrJenpings J. N ,- 19h4. AiJ;' Photographs an~ the ~ullaroor Pla~ Caves.
Ab S. F. Newsletter,~, 4-6.
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REPORT ON A ROOK FALL IF THE !If/iAINI!
CAVE AT CLIEF DEN , NEW SOUTH WALES

This Report Is Adapted From
The Surveys and Records Of
. The" Orange Speleological
Society.
History:
"The. 'cave has a known Speleological history of approximately
fifteen years.
,
Previous
characteristics have
been ascertained from local reports
and records, and from persons assf)~i ~.-t'Jd both Speleologically and to
a lesser degree, technically with
the cave's prior history. These reports invariably identify it as a
moving ~ave, i.e., subject to minor
movement and fall, this generally
occurring during the cave's average
peak dehydration period December, to
,February.
Constructional conditions:
The recent fall and fracturing
cccurred between October and December 1964, (the effected areas are
'c.ho\om on the accompanying map). The
czntre.l point of this dist1}.::"'bance
appears to be the Clown Room, the
flhoC'k wave effect tapering to minor
fracturings at the Cave's northern
2:::c1
south-eastern ,extremities.
Cracks have opened to a width of one
feot and vary
depth from six feet
to visual infinity.
It is possible
that the initial movement originated
:in a subsidance causing a split and
tilt o,f the western walljtl;te resultant ceiling fall being thrust forward into the room reducing the
original flcor area by at least one
Ci"..!,~t r::::: ..

Estimated weight
fift,e::m tons.

of the fall is

A deep, narrow crack has opened
adjacent to the second entrance

LET T E R
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accompanied by slight web fracturing.
Flaked and slab falL from the
western wall, and ceiling of the Main
Room (reported to have
occurred
approx. 15 years ago ) shows fresh
signs of movement and fine
web
fracturing has occurred
in the
vicinity. This sector is particularly prone to falls, however its next
movement will probably pe a, further
breaking up of existing collapse.
Cracking and fracturing in the
Laurel Room may not be concurrent
with the recent fall.
Formations:
Since the insta1;t._~t:;i"Qn:: .of a
gate in'; the second entrance, the
cave has undergone q gradual drying
out, with consequent deterioration
of formations.
Some are becom~~
crustular whils.j:,. appr9x·i1D;ately 8070
appear to he lOsing,lustre • . Whilst
no
pronounced visual ,sign of
decadence is noticeable in the Jewel
Room extension there appears to be
lack of spontaneous
growth or
activity.
Increased moisture has promoted
an active
cycle in the southern
sector, whether this is spasmodic or
long term would be merely speCUlative.
Ventilation:
Cave ventilation has noticeably
decreased in all but the southern
sector. The prior & obvious air flow
t:hrough the cave has practically
ceased, causing a ,slightly.acrid
and, musty'a.tmosphere. Air fouled by
carbide operated lights and cigarette smoke takes approximately 24
hours to clear as against 3 hours in
the past.
Chiroptera:
A marked

increase in the

bat

PI.GE:

7
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population has been observed in the
northern section, these being predominantly Rhtnolophus megaphyllus,
tho ugh
se ve r a 1 Min 0 pte r us
schreibersi were present.
A new
colony appears to be forming near
the second entrance.
A ratio of 8 males, 2 females
and 2 young was averaged from the
sectors
, where:, specimens
were
cla'ssified.
.
The Jewell Room extension shows
a slight increase in population as
does the Southern, section.
Recommendations:
S.u.S.S., in a report on this
CQve in 1957 stated it to be both
dangerous and well into its inactive
cycle;
this was generally di8regarded at the time, but the recent
deterioration probably brought on
drought
conditions
warrants
by
acceptance and attention to their
report.
It is suggested that a mln~um
number of caving parties enter the
cave until further
investigation
determines
the
safety" of
this
obviously
inherently
unstable
cave.
•••••••••• 0 ••••••••••

l1BST~ACTS

AND REVIEWS.

Studies in Speleology--a new journal
of considerable interest and a very
high standard of production.
Subscription 25s. (stg), or distributed
free to members of the J~sociation
of the Hillirun Pengelly Cave Rerearch
Centre (sub. 20s. stg.).
The first issue discusses caves
and aspects of cave science from
Britain,Africa, Borneo,New Zealand
and U.S~A. Aspects covered include
archaeology, biology, geology and

September,

conversation.
This journal
is
planned to interpret the findings
of cave
scientists
to
non-scientists and is well worth the
attention of any serious caver.
The Speleologist--a bi-monthly magazine well--printed on art paper with
many photographs and articles of
good general interest. Subs 24s.6, d.
stg. to Circulation Manager, 24,
Southernhay West, Exeter, Devon.
Aimed at the caver of general interests-plenty of interesting mat~
ial in short articles, none of
which go too deeply.
Articles in
the first two issues include descriptions of caves in England,
Germany, Wales, New Zealand, and
Spain.
Other articles cover such
matters as synthetic ropes, moviemaking, photography in general ,
stay--down
attempts
(for
and
against) , the Dead 'Sea Scrolls,
water analysis, ,auo'flow measurement, cave-pearls, feeding underground, hydrology, "rid anexhibition on c~ving.News items, letters
humour and reviews of books round
out the journal.
Although a less serious publication than Studies inSpeleology,
(or perhaps because of this) most
cavers would find this an e:)ccelient investment. One serious matter
which deserves comment is that the
paper on SY11thetic ropes comes out
with a strong recommendation for
ulstron (or polypropylene) rope.
The author completely ignores the
problems of safe knotting which
this
rope
presents and
also
appears completely ignorant of the
we~kening of this
rope at
low
temperatures. It would appear that
in British caves the latter point
would be of considerable significance.
My personal recommendation
would be that this rope should
never under any circUmstances be
used in Caving.
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